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Make a podcast or vlog  
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listen to a podcast about how to be a trendsetter
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plan and make a podcast or vlog
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discuss whether life is getting better or worse
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Discuss renewable energy
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  watch people discussing alternative fuels
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talk about the pros and cons of renewable energies
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Discuss improving the brain
Talk about future technology

conditionals without if conceptual metaphors adding information listen to a radio discussion about brain training
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discuss responses to hypothetical situations
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Discuss intelligence

wishes and regrets science and research
thinking
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read two articles about embarrassment
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listen to part of a debate about the disadvantages of being highly intelligent

talk about a time when you did something you regret

SPEAKING HUB
have a debate about intelligence and education

4.3
Café Hub Life-changing tech (p46)

Recount events

straight out of   watch a video about Neil Harbisson
  watch someone tell an anecdote about a technology fair

KEY SKILL Recounting events 
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tell an interesting and complex anecdote

UNIT REVIEW (p48) WRITING (p159) Write a report | KEY SKILL Hedging 
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21st century games (p50)
Discuss problem-solving tasks
Discuss gaming and game design

the passive competition and cooperation expressing disbelief listen to a conversation about escape rooms
read a blog post about urban games
KEY SKILL Understanding colloquial asides 

suggest creative solutions to a problem

SPEAKING HUB
design an urban game

5.2
Serious gaming (p54)
identify generalisations
Discuss ideas for solving a challenge

passive reporting structures reporting verbs
motivation and manipulation

-ate words listen to a presentation about Game Theory
KEY SKILL Distinguishing generalisations from preferred solutions 
read an article about the gamification of life

talk about generalisations, expectations and assumptions

SPEAKING HUB
use gamification and game theory to solve a problem

5.3
Café Hub Win or lose (p58)

Plan a fundraising event

ellipsis   watch a video about risk-taking in games
  watch people come up with strategies while playing a game

KEY SKILL Building relationships 

SPEAKING HUB
discuss and plan a fundraising event for a charity
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